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Dear 
Maung Maung Aye,                                            
 

I have received your Email that was sent on 18th Aug. 2006. 
 

I thanks your lawyer’s efforts for our patent application, below is our respond. 
  
Respond on part a) 
 

1. The PFC and Ozone is not mixed from each injection into the lung, the mixing of PFC and 
Ozone is must be done outside the human body, please do look through our website at 
www.ycec.net, the PFC and Ozone is mixed in our PFCO machine, the web address is 
http://www.ycec.net/060530-PFCO-Pharmacy-Machines.pdf     

2. The pictures no. 4 is the mixing-process that is same our PFCO machine; 
3. The pictures no. 5 is the diagram of injected-process for into human lung; 

 
Respond about part b) 
 

     The C(5-18)F(12-38) stand for fluorine chemical compounds and the C5F9H30 stand for other 
fluorine chemical compound, they belong to two types of substance enormous and to dissolve ozone 
and volatility or boiling point which are their common property, but “the other fluorine chemical 
compounds” which “ must emphasize the density effect of single oxygen-atom Depletion Potential” , 
as regards other property which not often essential for our invent and application and which could 
be to look-through the website of 3M of USA.   
 
 Thank for your officer who was very in depth in following the interest in the gap of boiling 
point specialty, in our IV. (1) (4) of specification which was to point out the “Volatile under indoor 
temperature and body temperature, does not changeable into other matter via catabolism”, so in 
http://www.ycec.net/060530-PFCO-Pharmacy-Machines.pdf of our website, we were to commend the 
PF-5080 of Performance Fluid of 3M COMPANY, but the officer point out in our claims which 
“must” to clearly state the name of PFC as the claims must be clear, precise and not too broad to 
gain protection, if thus to act up to change the claims, that to be equal to become invalid the patent, 
so I do not to agree.             
   
 In your letter b. here point out: 
  

『The proportion may be mentioned in duration but must not be too broad; according to the 
Law the invention for which the patent is applied shall be kept confidential until the 
publication of it. No officer shall disclose the innovation to the public and there will be 
punishments if any officer fails to comply with these rules and regulations.    Therefore, 
he just wished to know the details of the invention so that this invention can be valid for 
the protection under Thai Patent Law.  The officer has no other ill-intention than this. 』 

 
In the I. Background of the invention of specification that was disclose the details of 

invention and publication (English) at PCT on 20.11.2003 and not to violate the Thai Patent 
Law, I agree and promise by your prevail on this to get at the officer my thankfulness.         

 
Respond about part c) 
 



    This is an Ozone density of consult in PFC liquid for sterilizing the Coronaviridae of viruses 
and pathogens that needs 4 minutes.      
  
 Respond about part d) 
      The tables A-D show the different Ozone density of consult in PFC liquid of test method, 
the inventor need not set up the curve and other detailed. 
 

Respond about part e) 
1. The pictures no. 5 is the diagram of injected-process for into human lung; 
2. The pictures no. 6 is the scheme diagram of Surface treatment clinic; 
 

 Respond About part f) 
 

     Because the invent under logical reason for definition according to air as an interface, the bird 
flu same the SARS and any types of flu which were sameness the bacterial infection of 
superficiality, so in the surface treatment of SARS-Infected or bird flu in Lungs, the pigs and human 
no any difference. 
  
 Respond about the recommendations by the officer 
 

I think that the above explanations satisfied the respond to the officer suggested absolutely. In 
addition, the PFC from the website of 3M of USA or do not to find a branch company of 3M 
company in Thailand, thus this reason can not become a reason to reject to granted our patent in 
Thailand. 
  

 Our patent application which to satisfied perfect in your letter following: 
        (1)          the invention is novelty; 

(2)          it involves an inventive step; and 
(3)          it is capable of industrial application.   

   
     Our inventive step in PCT has no fault and the Thai Patent was examine independence, 
because our invent innovate the logical theory, a new medical treatment and a new medicine to cure 
the bird flu, SARS and other infect disease of lung in the medical history of world, this is to involve 
the dignity of Thai, so I disapprove the suggested of officer to accept a “petty patent”!  
 
     Because this patent’s profit is immense, the specifics can be found on our website at 
www.ycec.net.  You may also download the relevant information at the respective websites below: 
  

1.     http://www.ycec.net/060513-PFCO-Machine-Quotation.pdf     

2.    http://www.ycec.net/060530-PFCO-Pharmacy-Machines.pdf     
  
    I hope you can estimate the commercial value of the application in Brazil.  If you can help me 
promote sales for my particular patent in the Thailand, in an ordinary rule, earning profitable 
percentages, which may be between to 5-8% percent. This will paid you off handsomely. 
  

Please do assist me in granting our patent in Thailand, thank you!  
 
Yours faithfully, 
 

 
Lin Zhen-Man 
Aug. 23, 2006 
10 Ava Road Ava Tower # 19-07   
Singapore 329949  E-mail lzmyc@singnet.com.sg     Tel: 65 6353 3647 Fax No. 65 6258 5636  
 




